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Abstrat. Ar+Ni and Ni+Ni ollisions are investigated between 32 and around 100A MeV inident energy
with the 4� multidetetor INDRA. Fusion ross setions are found to derease from � 180 mb at 32A
MeV to zero above 50A MeV. Other experimental results, for light systems, are ompared. Moreover, the-
oretial works are disussed and fusion ross setions, alulated from two dynamial simulations based on
nulear Boltzmann equation (Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov and Landau-Vlasov models), are also ompared
to experimental results.

PACS. 2 5.70.-z Low and intermediate energy heavy-ion reations { 2 5.70.Jj Fusion and fusion-�ssion
reations

1 Introdution

Fusion proesses have been the subjet of numerous exper-
imental and theoretial works for many years. Complete
fusion is the dominant proess in nulear ollisions be-
tween medium mass ions near the Coulomb barrier. Above
� 8-10AMeV, inomplete fusion (IF) sets in, whih is gen-
erally haraterized, for non symmetri systems, through
the reoil veloity of evaporation residues or of �ssioning
nulei di�ering from the enter of mass veloity [1,2℄. In
this proess some nuleons do not enter the ompound
nuleus and esape as free nuleons or light lusters. It
was shown that nuleons may esape if the veloity in
the enter of mass framework of the nuleus they belong
to is larger than a given threshold (� 0.06 ) [1℄; thus
at the lower energies, preequilibrium nuleons originate
from the lighter nuleus. Fusion proesses were reported
to vanish around 35-40AMeV for Ar-indued reations [3{

a e-mail: lautesse�ipnl.in2p3.fr
b deeased

7℄ but persist to muh higher energies for very asymmet-
ri ollisions, e.g. C or N impinging on heavy targets [8,
9℄. Di�erent explanations were proposed for the extin-
tion of fusion. It may be due to entrane hannel e�ets,
in onnetion with the visosity or the stopping power of
nulear matter [10,11℄: with inreasing energy, some trans-
pareny may appear. At rather low energies, a ritial an-
gular momentum ould limit the fusion proesses [12℄. At
higher energies a limit may appear in the exitation en-
ergy whih an be supported by a nuleus, either in the
total energy [13℄, or in the energy per nuleon [14,15℄. The
latter an be related to a limiting temperature for nulei
as derived from Hartree-Fok alulations [16℄. Note that
in this ase, one would deal with a limit imposed by the
exit hannel looked at, namely fusion-evaporation. Multi-
fragmentation beomes dominant when the limiting tem-
perature is reahed.

In this work we report on fusion ross setions mea-
sured for light systems at energies between 32 and around
100A MeV, with the help of the 4� array INDRA. With
4� devies suh as INDRA whih detet all harged re-
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ation produts, it beomes possible to identify and sepa-
rate fusion events from binary dissipative events whih are
overwhelming at intermediate energies. For slightly asym-
metri systems, identifying a residue is not suÆient to
haraterize fusion at high energy, as its mass (harge) is
smaller than those of the projetile and/or the target [15℄.
Analysis of the global properties of the emitted produts
beomes neessary to qualify the type of reation. Single
and multiple fragment exit hannels are taken into aount
in the following.

2 Experiments and event seletion
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Fig. 1. Total redued harge Ztot/Zsys versus total redued
parallel momentum P z

tot/Pproj measured by INDRA for the
(32A MeV) Ar+Ni ollisions. Zsys and Pproj are respetively
the total harge of the system and the projetile momentum.
The arrows indiate respetively the projetile and the target
atomi numbers. The fusion events are extrated from the well
measured events de�ned by the retangle.

Both symmetri (58Ni+58Ni) and asymmetri (36Ar+58Ni)
systems have been studied. The 36Ar and 58Ni beams were
delivered by the Ganil faility at similar bombarding en-
ergies 32, 40, 52, 63, 74, 84 and 95AMeV (respetively 32,
40, 52, 63, 74, 80 and 90A MeV for the Ni beam). Thin
self supporting 58Ni targets were used with typial thik-
ness of 190 �g/m2. The beam intensity of 3-4 107 ions
per seond allowed to keep multiple interation probabil-
ity below 10�4. The harged reation produts were de-
teted by INDRA using a minimum biased trigger based
on multipliity M : at least 4 modules �red for Ni+Ni at
all energies and the highest energies (above 80A MeV) for
Ar+Ni; at least 3 for the lower Ar energies. Suh a trigger
eliminates the most peripheral ollisions. The hydrogen
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Fig. 2. Transverse energy distributions for all deteted events
(thik histogram), well measured events (thin histogram)
and one-fragment hannel (�lled histogram) measured in
(32A MeV) Ar+Ni reations. On the top axis, a redued im-
pat parameter sale b=bmax is given (bmax= 9.8 fm).

and helium isotopes are fully identi�ed between 3o and
176o. The harge of the fragments (Z � 3) is measured
for all the overed energy domain up to the ompound nu-
leus harge with energy thresholds lose to 1A MeV [17℄.
Notie that bakward ionization hambers were not yet
installed for the runs performed with Ar beams leading to
a fragment identi�ation from 2o to 88o.

For the forthoming analyses on both systems, only
well measured events are onsidered for whih at least
80% of the initial harge is deteted and the total ol-
leted linear momentum is at least equal to 70% of the
beam momentum. An example of these seleted events is
indiated by the retangle in Fig. 1 for the 36Ar+58Ni
system at 32A MeV (see [18℄ for the 58Ni+58Ni system
at 32A MeV). They represent 10% - 13% of the olleted
events at all bombarding energies and orrespond mainly
to entral ollisions [19,20℄.

The total transverse energy (Etr =
P

iEi sin
2�i) ar-

ried out by the harged produts is used to measure the
violene of the ollisions (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The polar an-
gle �i is the angle between the beam axis and the veloity
diretion of the deteted produt, i, Ei being its kineti
energy. A redued sale of impat parameter (b=bmax) is
obtained by summing the transverse energy distribution
using the relation:

b

bmax

=

vuutK

R
1

Etr

d�
dE
dER

1

0

d�
dE
dE

:

The upper limit of the impat parameter sale, bmax, is
obtained through the relation �R = �b2max from the rea-
tion ross setion �R alulated following the presription
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Fig. 3. Transverse energy distributions for all deteted events
(thik histogram), well measured events (thin histogram)
and one-fragment hannel (�lled histogram) measured in
(32A MeV) Ni+Ni reations.

of [21℄. The normalisation fator, K = �exp=�R, takes into
aount the experimental aeptane of INDRA and the
value of the minimum biased trigger [19℄ whih lead to
the rejetion of the most peripheral ollisions. K � 0:8 for
Ar+Ni whatever the inident energy. For Ni+Ni, K de-
reases from 0.65 to 0.55 between 32 and 74A MeV. Note
that we have veri�ed that the experimental reation ross
setions dedued from events reorded with trigger mul-
tipliity M � 1, are ompatible with the reation ross
setions �R dedued from [21℄.
The transverse energy distribution of well measured events
is broad and overs the tail of the distribution of all de-
teted events orresponding to the most dissipative olli-
sions, namely impat parameter below 3-4 fm depending
on the inident energy. The �lled histogram orresponds
to the transverse energy distribution of events whih are
good andidates for the fusion proess, exhibiting only one
fragment (Z � 3) in the exit hannel. These events are also
assoiated with a broad range of energy dissipation. Their
relative abundane is muh smaller for the Ni+Ni system
(see Fig. 3).

2.1 The Ar+Ni system

Analyses of the 36Ar+58Ni ollisions from 32 to 95A MeV
bombarding energies have pointed out the predominane
of binary proesses haraterized by the presene of pro-
jetile and target residues in the exit hannel [22℄. Their
veloities are lose to the initial projetile and target ve-
loities. Nevertheless heavy residues are observed (Fig. 4)
at the lowest inident energies whih suggest the persis-
tene of a fusion proess in these ollisions.

The mean fragment (Z � 3) multipliity observed for
well measured events is 2.4�1, independently of the ini-
dent energy, with a most likely value of 2 [23℄. In order
to extrat a �rst evaluation of the fusion ross setion, we
have onsidered events whih omprise only one fragment
with Z � 3. Charateristis of the residue and the emis-
sion patterns of light partiles emitted in oinidene for
several inident energies (32, 40, 52, 74 and 95A MeV)
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The residue harge versus ra-
pidity distributions (Fig. 4) are peaked slightly below the
enter of mass rapidity at 32A MeV inident energy, as
expeted for an inomplete fusion proess. This sheme
holds up to 52A MeV, whereas two omponents are ob-
served beyond this energy. The transition between these
two regimes seems to our around 50A MeV bombard-
ing energy. The light partile invariant ross setion plots
(Fig. 5) on�rm these features. At 32A MeV they show
learly an emitting soure loated at the residue veloity.
However a fast omponent is also observed, orrespond-
ing to partiles esaping in the forward diretion. Thus
both the fragment and the light partile emission patterns
learly show transpareny e�ets whih inrease with the
inident energy above 50AMeV. The evolution of the frag-
ment pattern with energy agrees with the results of [24℄,
where transpareny was termed splintering entral olli-
sions.

We will �rstly disuss the results at 32A MeV, the
lowest bombarding energy. We observe residues foused
at small angles in the laboratory frame. They have large
harges (< Z >= 21 � 4) and a broad rapidity range
(< yr >=< y=yproj >= 0:32 � 0:08), the normalised ra-
pidity of the entre of mass being 0.39; the mean and the
root mean square deviation are mentioned for eah distri-
bution. These residues are assoiated with a large amount
of light harged partiles whih arry away half of the to-
tal harge of the system. These features plead in favour
of a large mass transfer from the projetile to the target.
The part of the projetile whih is not involved in the
fusion proess is obtained from the anisotropies of the an-
gular distributions of the light harged partiles observed
in the residue frame at forward angles. It is estimated to
6 units of harge (Z=1,2 only). Events orresponding to
one deteted residue represent 13% of the omplete events,
namely 2% of the reation ross setion (� 60 mb). Similar
features are observed for higher fragment multipliities; in
that ase, events were attributed to fusion if no projetile
residue (de�ned as a fragment having a rapidity greater
than half that of the projetile) is present and the heav-
iest fragment has a harge greater than 10. Adding these
events, the global inomplete fusion ross setion reahes
146 mb, whih orresponds to less than 5% of the rea-
tion ross setion. This value is orreted for an eÆieny
whih is roughly onstant with the inident energy, and
estimated to 45% from alulations with the event gen-
erator Simon [25℄; this eÆieny results from �ltering the
generated events aording to the detetor aeptane (in-
luding the angular overage and the energy thresholds for
the harge identi�ation) and the seletion riteria used to
sort the fusion events. In view of the seletions applied,
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the unertainty on the ross setion is rather large, around
25% (i.e. � 35 mb).

The IF ross setions have been extrated in the same
way at 40 and 52A MeV bombarding energies, with larger
relative unertainties and amount respetively to 65 �
20 mb and 32 � 25 mb. Above 52A MeV bombarding
energy, the veloity of the residue (in the one fragment
hannel) is farther and farther away from that of the en-
ter of mass (Fig. 4). At 95A MeV, the slowly reoiling
residue is aompanied by fast partiles arrying a total
harge (ZQP � 17) lose to that of the projetile. The

disrimination of the IF events is therefore less and less
reliable above 52A MeV. Within the error bars the fusion
ross setion is ompatible with zero.

2.2 The Ni+Ni system

The previous method based on the identi�ation of a heavy
residue in the exit hannel has been employed to extrat
the fusion ross setion for the Ni+Ni reations. The most
likely fragment (Z�3) multipliity for the well measured
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Fig. 6. Charge versus rapidity of the residue observed for the one-fragment hannel in the Ni+Ni reations between 32 and
90A MeV. The arrows indiate the enter of mass rapidity.

events is about 3, roughly independent of the bombarding
energy, and larger by �1 unit than that of the Ar+Ni re-
ations. Therefore the one-fragment hannel is muh less
populated in the Ni+Ni ollisions (see Figs. 2 and 3) and
represents only 1.6% of the omplete events at 32A MeV.
Charateristis of this residue are shown in Fig. 6 for sev-
eral inident energies (32, 40, 52, 74 and 90A MeV). Simi-
lar trends as for the Ar+Ni system are seen: residues hav-
ing large harge and a rapidity lose to the entre-of-mass
rapidity are observed below 52A MeV. For the high bom-
barding energies, the rapidity range is broadening up to
the projetile and the target rapidities while the size of
the residue dereases. Taking advantage of the symmetry
of the system, these residues are seleted with respet to
their harge (Z > 10) and to their angular range in the
entre-of-mass frame (60o < �m < 120o). With this se-
letion, a rather lean disrimination of fusion events is
ahieved and extended to higher fragment multipliities.
The number of fusion events has to be multiplied by a
fator of 2 in order to take into aount the seleted an-
gular range. The values of the fusion ross setion thus
extrated are ompared to the results of a statistial anal-
ysis method well adapted to the study of symmetri sys-
tems. This Disriminant Analysis method, applied to the
mass/kineti energy quadrimoments, is detailed in [26℄.
The eÆieny of the method for the seletion of single-
soure events in (32A MeV) Ni+Ni ollisions allowed to
obtain a reliable separation between single-soure events
and other event lasses. The resulting disriminant vari-
able, so alled d625, is based on the 625 �rst quadrimo-
ments [26℄. In the present work the determination of the
fusion ross setion is extended up to 90A MeV beam en-
ergy.

The method used to selet single soure events has
been heked using the Simon event generator [26℄ whih
simulates statistial deays of single-soure or two-soure
events, depending on the impat parameter in a sharp
ut-o� presription. The simulated events were �ltered a-
ording to the INDRA response funtion. The event sele-
tion proedure is the same for experimental and simulated

events at all beam energies. We have heked that the
simulated events reprodue quite well the harateristis
of the seleted experimental ones. The eÆieny of the
Disriminant Analysis method is haraterized by the dis-
riminant power (0� � � 1) and the overlap (0� O �1),
see de�nitions in [26℄. A perfet disrimination is hara-
terized by �=1 and O=0. In Table 1, values obtained from
32 to 74A MeV are listed.

Einident (A MeV) O �

32 0.035 0.78
40 0.05 0.69
52 0.11 0.44
63.5 0.10 0.41
74 0.065 0.34

Table 1. The overlap (O) and the disriminant power (�)
alulated with the Simon ode (plus INDRA �lter) for Ni+Ni
system at di�erent inident energies.

At 32 and 40A MeV the O and � values are quite
similar, single-soure and two-soure events are well sepa-
rated. At higher energies the disriminant power dereases
strongly and the ombination of the values of O and �
given for 74AMeV orresponds to the limit of the method.
By �tting the experimental disriminant variable distribu-
tion with two Gaussians, we an derive the fusion impat
parameter probability distribution, allowing to extrat the
experimental fusion ross setion [26℄.

At 32A MeV, after orretion for eÆieny [26℄ (whih
is roughly onstant irrespetive of the inident energy and
estimated to 35% from alulations with the event genera-
tor Simon), the fusion ross setion is estimated to �fusion
� 170 mb, whih still represents about 5% of the reation
ross setion. The fusion ross setion falls dramatially
for higher energy to be lose to 1% of the reation ross
setion at 52A MeV and beomes negligible beyond this
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energy: at 74A MeV, 82A MeV inident energies we ob-
tain respetively 10+20

�10 mb, 3+10
�3 mb for the fusion ross

setion, whih vanishes at 90A MeV. Notie that relative
error bars inrease beause single and two-soure events
are less and less separated (poor disriminant power �) at
high energies.

It was veri�ed that the events seleted by the two
methods have the same features. The ross setions ob-
tained are displayed in Table 2; they are in good agree-
ment within experimental unertainties. In the following
setions, the weighted average values of the two sets of
ross setions will be used (Table 3).

Einident (A MeV) �DANi+Ni (mb) �HRNi+Ni (mb)

32 170 � 20 190 � 50
40 90 � 20 80 � 20
52 40 � 30 25 � 20
63.5 20 � 20 7 � 7

Table 2. Ni+Ni fusion ross setions obtained from the Dis-
riminant Analysis method (DA), and the Heavy Residue sele-
tion (HR). The values are orreted for experimental eÆieny.

3 Fusion ross setions

3.1 INDRA data
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Fig. 7. Fusion ross setions measured for the Ar+KCl [27℄,
Ar+Ni and Ni+Ni systems. For visibility, some points orre-
sponding to 32 and 52A MeV have been slightly shifted. The
solid line displays fusion ross setions estimated from BNV
simulations for the Ar+Ni system.

Fusion ross setions measured for Ar+Ni and Ni+Ni
are shown in Fig. 7. Results obtained with INDRA us-
ing the heavy residue seletion for the Ar+KCl reation
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Fig. 8. Fusion ross setions, normalised to the reation ross
setion [21℄, for light systems. Full symbols refer to the INDRA
data.

are also displayed [27℄. At a given inident energy, fusion
ross setions inrease with the system mass. A strong
derease of the fusion ross setions is observed beyond
30A MeV, and they seem to vanish above 50A MeV, the
values quoted at higher energies should be viewed as upper
limits.

3.2 Systematis of fusion for light systems

Other experimental results found in the literature are listed
in Table 3 and displayed in Fig. 8. Data are for Ne+Al [28℄,
Si+Si [29,30℄, Si+Ca [31℄, Ar+Zn [4℄, Ar+KCl [27℄, Ar+Ni
and Ni+Ni (this work); the total masses of these sys-
tems vary from 47 to 116. In Fig. 8, fusion ross setions
are normalised to reation ross setion, �R, whih, for
onsisteny, were all alulated following the presription
of [21℄. When applying this normalisation, fusion ross
setions for all systems gather in a single lous, and dis-
play the same behaviour, dereasing from �70% of �R at
6AMeV to 10% around 28-30AMeV and vanishing above
50A MeV. The data obtained with the 4� array INDRA
thus on�rm the previous inlusive measurements exist-
ing up to 30A MeV. The 4� overage of INDRA allowed
to determine the very low values of the fusion ross se-
tions at higher energies. Within the error bars, one does
not observe from Fig. 8 any strong e�et due to the en-
trane hannel mass asymmetry, (AT � AP )=(AT + AP )
whih varies between 0 and 0.26 for the systems studied,
nor to their isospin (1-1.25). The maximal partial wave
orresponding to fusion reations for a given system, in a
sharp ut-o� approximation, seems to be almost onstant
between 6 and 25A MeV, and dereases beyond that (Ta-
ble 3). This may indiate that the onept of ritial an-
gular momentum for fusion remains meaningful up to an
energy slightly lower than the Fermi energy. The break-
down of this simple onept might therefore indiate the
energy where nuleon-nuleon ollisions start to signi�-
antly ompete with mean �eld.
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System Ref Elab E/A �fus �R �fus=�R lfus
MeV MeV mb mb �h

20Ne+27Al [28℄ 120 6.0 1122�60 1559 0.72�0.04 37�1
150 7.5 1000�80 1738 0.58�0.05 39�2
180 9.0 857�80 1858 0.46�0.04 39�2
290 14.5 694�100 2085 0.33�0.05 45�3
305 19.7 612�120 2040 0.30�0.06 49�5

28Si+28Si [29℄ 174 6.2 852�85 1635 0.52�0.05 40�2
215 7.7 788�78 1857 0.42�0.04 43�3
240 8.6 708�70 1954 0.36�0.04 43�3
309 11.0 685�103 2134 0.32�0.05 47�4
397 14.2 525�79 2269 0.23�0.04 47�4
452 16.1 372�56 2276 0.16�0.03 42�3

[30℄ 347 12.4 520�40 2207 0.24�0.02 44�2
616 22. 365�40 2258 0.16�0.02 49�3
728 26. 265�30 2234 0.12�0.01 45�3
840 30. 165�35 2214 0.08�0.02 38�4
980 35. 145�30 2169 0.07�0.01 39�4

28Si+40Ca [31℄ 298 10.6 923�106 2272 0.41�0.05 64�4
309 11. 855�128 2303 0.37�0.05 62�5
327 11.7 898�143 2352 0.38�0.06 66�5
397 14.2 712�107 2480 0.29�0.04 65�5
452 16.1 600�90 2502 0.24�0.04 63�5

36Ar+KCl [27℄ 1137 31.6 84�20 2617 0.032�0.008 37�5
1441 40. 15�10 2566 0.006�0.004 17�6
1864 51.8 4�4 2492 - <10

36Ar+58Ni present 1137 31.6 146�35 3058 0.048�0.011 59�7
work 1441 40. 65�20 2933 0.022�0.007 44�7

1864 51.8 32�25 2873 0.011�0.009 35�14
40Ar+68Zn [4℄ 584 14.6 990�70 3280 0.30�0.02 118�4

784 19.6 500�60 3366 0.15�0.02 97�6
1102 27.5 200�60 3370 0.06�0.02 73�11
1400 35. 90�40 3333 0.03�0.02 55�12

58Ni+58Ni present 1856 32 175�20 3525 0.050�0.006 84�5
work 2319 40. 85�15 3501 0.024�0.004 66�7

3014 52. 30�20 3447 0.009�0.006 45�16

Table 3. Fusion ross setions published in the literature. �R is alulated as in [21℄. Lfus is the maximum partial wave for
fusion (in a sharp ut-o� approximation) derived from �R and �fus.

4 Comparison with dynamial simulations

The ourrene of fusion is linked to the stopping power
of nulear matter, in other words to its visosity, be it
one- or two-body visosity. In semi-lassial simulations,
these e�ets appear through the parametrisation of the
mean �eld and of the nuleon-nuleon ross setion, �nn.
Many studies were done in the last two deades about
the respetive inuene of the sti�ness of the equation
of state (EOS), of the loality or non loality of the mean
�eld and of �nn on di�erent harateristis of the proesses
ourring in nulear ollisions, see for instane ref [32{35℄.
The point here is not to repeat these studies, but, with the
supply of new results in the sensitive region where fusion
proesses disappear, to put still more onstraint on the
models.

Fusion ross setions are larger, and vanish at higher
energies when the sti�ness of the EOS, or the number
of nuleon-nuleon ollisions are inreased [33,36,37℄. We
have ompared our measurements with published fusion

ross setions from two dynamial simulations implemented
with di�erent forms of both the mean �eld and the nuleon-
nuleon ross setion. Both of them use a soft equation
of state. Fusion is here de�ned as reations leading to
the prodution of a single luster in the exit hannel, at
times around 200-300 fm/. In these light ion reations
at high energy, simulations predit transpareny (the in-
ident partners ross eah other, giving two lusters in the
exit hannel).

4.1 Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov simulations

Ar+Ni reations were simulated with the Boltzmann-Nordheim-
Vlasov (BNV) equation. The density and isospin depen-
dent mean �eld is approximated with a loal Skyrme fore,
onvoluted with a Gaussian to take into aount the �nite
range of the nulear interation and some quantum ef-
fets [38,19℄. The hosen parameters orrespond to a soft
equation of state with a ompressibility modulus K=200
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MeV. The nuleon-nuleon ross setion is taken indepen-
dent of energy and isospin, and equal to 41 mb. Fig. 9
displays the evolution of Ar+Ni ollisions in some hosen
ases. In this framework, fusion is observed up to 3 fm at
32A MeV, up to 1 fm at 52A MeV and does not our at
higher energies: at 95A MeV, a diluted and expanded sys-
tem is learly observed; the projetile has passed through
the target and vaporized in the ourse of the interation,
leading to a spray of light fragments and partiles ob-
served in the forward diretion. The simulations displayed
in Fig. 9 are in full agreement with the experimental pi-
tures of Figs. 4 and 5, where a transpareny e�et starts
to appear at 52A MeV (see subsetion 2.1). These alu-
lations also well reprodue the experimental fusion ross
setions for the Ar+Ni reation (see Fig. 7).

10 fm

32A MeV

52A MeV

95A MeV

b= 3 fm

b= 1 fm

b= 1 fm

0 100 200         fm/c

Fig. 9. Evolution with time of the density pro�les, in the o-
ordinate spae de�ned by the beam diretion (horizontal axis)
and the impat parameter (vertial axis), for Ar+Ni ollisions
at di�erent energies.

Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbek simulations with the same
parameters showed that for the lighter system Ca+Ca
transpareny already ours at 40A MeV [33℄. This is in
agreement with the smaller ross setions measured for
the Ar+KCl system, and indiates that the mass of the
system has an important role in the mehanisms ourring
in entral ollisions.

4.2 Landau-Vlasov simulations

In Landau-Vlasov dynamial simulations the mean �eld
was implemented by a non loal Gogny fore. The orre-
sponding EOS is soft, with K=228 MeV [32℄. In ref [37℄
the in-medium nuleon-nuleon ross setion is parameter-
ized as: �mnn = F�fnn, �

f
nn being the free nuleon-nuleon

ross setion, with its isospin and energy dependene and
F a orretive onstant fator. For F = 1 fusion disap-
pears at muh lower energies than in the previous ase,
with ross setions stritly equal to zero at 32A MeV for
the three systems Ar+Al, Ar+Ni and Ni+Ni reations.

This result is learly inonsistent with the experimental
�ndings. To reover fusion up to b'2.5 fm at 32AMeV, F
must be inreased up to about 1.5 [37℄. The enhanement
of �nn around the Fermi energy was indeed suggested in
alulations with the Bruekner G-matrix [39,40℄. It is
striking to note that similar higher �nn values were re-
quired to reprodue the angular and veloity distributions
of fragments produed in dissipative Ar+Ag ollisions at
27A MeV with the same simulation [41℄. These oupled
observations on data orresponding to di�erent exit han-
nels reinfore the fat that high �nn values are needed in
semi-lassial simulations using the Gogny fore. This may
not be so surprising, as in this ase the mean �eld is more
repulsive. Thus to keep the system strongly interating, a
higher residual interation is required.

To summarize, one should be autious when extrat-
ing values of the in-medium �nn from semi-lassial sim-
ulations. The present data learly show that mean �eld
and residual interation annot be treated separately, and
therefore any value for �nn is valid only in the ontext
of the assoiated mean-�eld. Another point to onsider
is that sharp transitions from fusion to binary ollisions
when inreasing the impat parameter are ertainly not re-
alisti, and the two phenomena oexist in entral ollisions
at intermediate energy. This behaviour is fully reognised
in simulations as soon as utuations are introdued [42℄.
Flutuations only inuene the dispersion of some vari-
ables around the mean �eld value in stable situations,
while in unstable ones they deide whih of the possible
paths in phase spae will be followed (e.g. fusion or bi-
nary break-up) [43℄. These onsiderations show �rst the
importane of areful measurements for onstraining the
parameters of the EOS of nulei entering in dynamial
simulations. The introdution of utuations in simula-
tions should also be onsidered.

5 Conlusion

In this work we have obtained reliable results on the de-
rease of the fusion ross setion in Ar+KCl, Ar+Ni and
Ni+Ni reations from 32AMeV to about 100AMeV, mea-
sured with the help of the 4� multidetetor INDRA. The
high qualities of the detetion devie allow to inlude in fu-
sion ross setions the multifragment hannels. The results
at 32A MeV on�rm the fusion ross setions obtained so
far in inlusive measurements. The new possible extension
of measurements for very low ross setions shows that
the fusion ross setion disappears beyond 40A MeV for
Ar+KCl system and 50A MeV for Ar+Ni and Ni+Ni sys-
tems. Above this energy a transition between two regimes
seems to our. The omplete pattern of all emitted prod-
uts is fully ompatible with a piture where transpareny
e�ets are responsible of fusion disappearane.

A systemati investigation of many fusion data be-
tween medium mass ions shows that fusion ross setions
sale with the reation ross setions at any given ini-
dent energy. No strong e�ets due either to the entrane
hannel mass asymmetry (0-0.26) or isospin (1-1.25) are
observed.
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The results presented in this paper were onfronted to
dynamial reation simulations in order to onstrain the
stopping parameter (visosity) of nulear matter via either
the inrease of �nn or di�erent mean �elds. Furthermore,
suh experimental results might help to quantify the im-
portane of utuations whih play, in the Fermi energy
region, a non negligible role to desribe the reation pro-
ess in entral ollisions.
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